Inspire is the only FDA approved obstructive sleep apnea treatment that works inside your body to treat the root cause of sleep apnea with just the click of a button.
How it Works

Inspire works inside your body while you sleep. It’s a small device placed during a same-day, outpatient procedure. When you’re ready for bed, simply click the remote to turn Inspire on. While you sleep, Inspire opens your airway, allowing you to breathe normally and sleep peacefully.

You May Be A Candidate for Inspire If:

- You have moderate to severe obstructive sleep apnea.
- You are unable to use or get consistent benefit from CPAP.
- You are not significantly obese.
- You are over the age of 18.
Why Choose Inspire

Here are some reasons people like you have chosen Inspire to treat their sleep apnea.

**Alternative to CPAP**
Inspire treats the root cause of sleep apnea by applying gentle stimulation to key airway muscles during sleep, allowing you to breathe normally, and more importantly, sleep without a mask, hose, or machine.

**Proven Procedure**
Inspire is placed under the skin of the neck and chest during a short, outpatient procedure. After healing, Inspire is turned on and you’ll be ready to get the sleep you’ve been dreaming of.

**FDA Approved**
Inspire was FDA approved in 2014 and has been proven both safe and effective in multiple clinical studies. It is the only FDA approved obstructive sleep apnea treatment that works inside the body with just the click of a button.
Patient Outcomes
Inspire is safe, clinically proven, and FDA-approved.

90% of bed partners report no snoring or soft snoring.¹

79% reduction in sleep apnea events.¹

94% of people are satisfied with Inspire.²

96% of Inspire patients say Inspire is better than CPAP & would recommend Inspire to others.²

Most US Insurance Covers Inspire
• Broad commercial coverage
• Medicare coverage across the US
• Many VA and military hospitals

Learn More: Download the Inspire Sleep App
• See how Inspire works
• Watch short videos answering the most common questions
• Connect with people who have Inspire
• Watch instructional videos on how to use Inspire

Scan this QR code with your smartphone’s camera app to download.

Or visit InspireSleep.com